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Behind the complex data processing electronics that many 

associate with an IT network, sits a cabling system that is equally 

as important to performance. For almost four decades, Brand-Rex 

has been dedicated to designing, developing and manufacturing 

the most sophisticated, secure and robust cable and connectivity 

solutions that carry today’s high-speed data traffic.

Today’s data networks are a vital foundation to 

successful business performance and, for many 

companies, IT infrastructure will be one of the 

most expensive assets. This investment can 

only provide the intended payback if it delivers 

the level of performance that it was designed 

to achieve.



Brand-Rex is a leading global supplier of structured cabling 
systems for data networks, and is a niche supplier of high 
performance cables for extreme environment applications.

Our Business



Brand-Rex provides complete cabling systems 

that connect the IT equipment in our offices 

and datacentres – from patch cords and wall 

outlets seen in the office, to cable running 

under floors and above ceilings, to connectivity 

panels that interface with active equipment 

in the IT room. Within vast datacentres, 

hosting huge amounts of business-critical 

information, Brand-Rex offers industry-leading, 

high-speed and high-density solutions.

Brand-Rex also manufactures niche cables for 

applications where high temperature, abrasion 

and chemical resistance alongside size and 

weight limitations are particular challenges.  

These cables are found in marine, aerospace, 

rail, automotive and industrial applications.

•  Application and solutions-focused 

•  Globally respected brand 

•  Renowned technical expertise 

•  Market leader 

•  Best-in-class manufacturing 

•  Strong partner network 

•  Recent multi-million £ investment 

•   Brand synonymous with quality, 
performance and service



Brand-Rex is a privately owned limited company. It is registered 
in the United Kingdom where the business has its headquarters 
and manufacturing facilities, while its international network of 
sales offices and warehousing facilities supports a truly global 
customer base. 

Our Company



The company’s roots stretch back to the 1940’s, 

when the original Brand-Rex Corporation 

was formed. With expertise in speciality and 

communications cables, the company then 

developed solutions for very early computer 

systems. This timely entry into the world of data 

communication was to form the foundations 

for today’s core business.

Brand-Rex now has a turnover of around £80 Million 

and employs 400 staff. It has 14 global offices and a 

presence in over 45 countries worldwide, 

while in Western Europe it is recognised as the 

number 2 player, with a market share of over 9%.

The core technologies provided by Brand-Rex include 

copper-based cabling systems, fibre optic cabling 

systems (including a unique air-blown fibre system) 

and an Intelligent Infrastructure & Management 

Solution that delivers full visibility and management 

capability to end user clients.

Brand-Rex solutions are delivered to market through 

a network of high-calibre service and installation 

partners. The company uses distribution specialists 

and an army of trained, accredited installers 

who ensure that the correct system solutions are 

deployed and installed every time. Their specialist 

attention is crucial in delivering our carefully 

calibrated performance to its true potential.

While the company delivers its systems through 

a strong partner network, it engages with end users 

and their consultants directly to ensure the best 

mutual understanding of needs and capabilities 

is achieved.

Brand-Rex Limited was established in 

1972, in Glenrothes, Scotland, where the 

company’s head office remains today. 
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Whether supporting a bank’s business critical data 
communications or connecting school security cameras, 
the reliability of a Brand-Rex system gives peace of mind 
that your network won’t fail when needed most.

Our Markets



Telecommunications companies often use Brand-Rex fibre optic 

cables outside the office environment, in both their main city 

rings and their ‘last mile’ circuits. Fibre is also being used 

increasingly to provide a connection directly to the home. 

In such applications Brand-Rex air-blown fibre systems can 

provide distinct advantages.

Just as challenging is the ever-changing environment of the 

datacentre. Data warehouses host vast quantities of information 

that must be instantly available when required. Here, the density 

of data processing power and the transmission speeds required 

have challenged Brand-Rex to develop a next generation cabling 

solution. This delivers performance that, even a couple of years 

ago, would have been inconceivable.

Our Markets
•  Corporate

•  Airports

•  Finance

•  Health

•  Media

•  Legal

•  Government

•  Manufacturing

•  Hospitality

•  Utilities

•  Medical

•  Education

Brand-Rex cabling systems are used in many 

markets and for numerous applications besides 

connecting the office computer network. 

Ethernet cabling systems are today used to 

connect security cameras, IP telephones, 

security access systems, a building’s 

environmental controllers and much more.



Brand-Rex offers a comprehensive range of cabling 
solutions that support even the most advanced and 
demanding networking speeds.

Our Solutions



Copper Cabling Systems 

A complete range of both shielded and unshielded 

cabling systems, which have been designed to support 

applications ranging from basic voice communication 

to 10 Gigabit per second Ethernet. These third-party-

verified, high-performance solutions are designed to 

exceed the requirements of industry standards.

Fibre Optic Cabling Systems 

Brand-Rex fibre cabling systems offer a maximum 

transmission bandwidth solution, with significantly 

greater distance capabilities than copper systems.  

With greater security and immunity from interference, 

fibre optic cabling systems offer the best possible 

performance. The Brand-Rex FibrePlus range includes 

a full suite of cables and connectivity components for 

both single and multimode communications.

Air-Blown Fibre Systems 

Pioneered in the 1980’s and developed under license 

from British Telecom, Blolite was the world’s first 

air-blown fibre system. The system includes a low 

cost micro-duct infrastructure, which is established 

throughout the building or campus to support simple 

and speedy fibre deployment using compressed air. 

This allows networks to be developed and upgraded 

over time, with minimal disruption – a truly 

future-proof solution.

Intelligent Infrastructure & Management Systems 

This end-user focused system offers real-time visibility 

of network devices and users, eliminating the need 

for network drawings. SmartPatch supports efficient 

networking change management procedures and 

removes configuration errors through step-by-step 

instructions. SmartPatch maximises network efficiency 

and availability whilst enhancing network security 

through identification and isolation of 

unauthorised users.



Brand-Rex has gained considerable respect within the industry 
for the technical expertise and leadership that it has shown.  
Where Brand-Rex leads, many follow.

Technology Leader



With an experienced, dedicated and expert 

design and development team, Brand-Rex 

is a strong and capable force that continues 

to challenge industry conventions. 

Through sophisticated modelling 

techniques and advanced test laboratories, 

Brand-Rex has been able to develop 

some of the most sophisticated cable 

and connectivity solutions available. 

New Product Development is a key pillar of 

the company’s strength and the NPD process 

that Brand-Rex deploys is a rigorous one. 

Among other issues this process entails 

technology forecasting, customer clinics, 

competitor analysis, cross-functional teams 

and, of course, continued investment.

Brand-Rex’s technical expertise is further 

evidenced through representation on 

standards committees, products that stand 

up to 3rd party scrutiny, a significant patents 

portfolio, industry-recognised training 

courses and professional engagement 

with the industry’s leading consultants.



Providing the industry’s leading cabling systems is only 
one aspect of Brand-Rex’s strength. Delivering the market’s 
best technical support ensures the solution is complete.

Technical Service and Support



Brand-Rex has a dedicated and experienced 

technical support team that is led from head 

office and located throughout the world to 

support our global customers. 

This team’s purpose is to deliver training and 

technical support to installation partners and 

end user customers, in the design, deployment 

and commissioning of their high-performance 

data networks.

The rigid training and accreditation of 

installers, combined with validation of 

installation test results, allows Brand-Rex to 

offer end users a 25-year product and lifetime 

application warranty that remains one of the 

best in the industry.

No matter when help is required, the Brand-Rex 

technical support hotline ensures that assistance 

from the industry’s most knowledgeable supplier 

is only a phone call away.



Brand-Rex has long been known for its high quality 
manufacturing capabilities.  The recent investment 
program has taken this capability to a new dimension.

Best in Class Manufacturing



Whilst cable production in Europe has 

diminished in recent years, as some 

manufacturers have moved to Asia, Brand-Rex 

has declared a commitment to maintaining 

cable production within the UK. The benefits 

of having a manufacturing capability in the 

heart of Europe include:

•  Faster deliveries 

•  Late customisation capabilities 

•  More product variations

To enable the company to compete on 

the global stage, against manufacturers in 

lower cost countries, Brand-Rex has invested 

£10 million in the creation of a new data 

cabling factory at the Glenrothes site, with 

greatly increased output and efficiency. 

The investment program was completed in 

2007 and the result is a factory that can rival 

any in the world.

This manufacturing facility and the ‘Speciality 

Cable’ plant at Leigh, near Manchester, both 

hold ISO 9001:2000 quality certification and 

environment accreditation to ISO:14000.

Brand-Rex has a heritage in cable manufacture. 

This in-house expertise in cable design, 

development and production demonstrates 

an expertise in a fundamental technology that 

only a few companies fully understand.



Customer Service Plus

Brand-Rex has a mission: 

‘To be a market leader in Customer Service.’

“So, whether it’s the ease of gaining 

information, the way that we talk to our 

customers, our ability to provide the right 

products when required, or how flexible we 

are to your own special needs, Brand-Rex is 

determined to surpass your expectations.

As members of The Institute of Customer 

Service, we know the benchmark that we 

must surpass.  We are implementing some 

rigorous assessment and training within every 

area of our business to ensure that no matter 

what we do, we beat your expectations.

We think you will notice the difference.”

Paul Lines 

CEO – Brand-Rex Limited

“Customer Service is important to us all. We all know how it feels when 

we receive great service and, likewise, how disappointed we are when 

we receive poor service. Within our industry, there are few beacons of 

customer service excellence and we have set ourselves a challenge – 

to be regarded as the best.”
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The information contained in this document is valid and correct at the time of issue. However, we reserve the right to modify details without notice 
in the light of subsequent Standard / Specification changes and ongoing technical developments.
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